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ABSTRACT 

RESPONSIBILITY GRANTS AND SOCIAL ASSISTANCE 

IN THE DISTRICT TANA TIDUNG 

The purpose of this study is as follows: To analyze the basic foundation of Policy 
and Management Principles in the Social Assistance and Grants as well as to analyze the 
concept of regulatory Reporting And ACCOWItability Grants and social assistance in 
District Tana Tidung. 
This research included in tills type of normative legal research is research that is 
only legal reference materials, that use the law (statute approach), which is related to the 
concept of setting And Reporting And ACCOWItability Grants And Social Assistance in 
District Tana Tidung. The study was a descriptive analytical study is a portrait and to 
explain and analyze matters relating to the concept of setting And Reporting And 
Accountability Grants And Social Assistance in Tana TidWig. Types of legal materials 
used in this study include prinuuy legal materials, legal materials and secondary and 
tertiary legal materials. Prinuuy legal materials are collected by doing an inventory of the 
legislation while secondary legal materials collected through the study of literature by 
using a card system. All material in the form of legal regulations and library materials in 
the collected and processed and analyzed systematically with qualitative. 
Based on the survey results revealed, that the Basic FOWidation Grant 
Management Policies And Principles And Social Assistance in Tana TidWig have 
adhered to the principle: First, Grant and Social Assistance should be managed in an 
orderly manner, obey the laws, Second, and Grant had managed Social Assistance 
efficiently. Grant and Social Assistance have managed economically, Third, and Social 
Aid Grants must be effectively managed, effective programs are achieving results with 
set targets, Fourth, and Social Aid Grants must be managed in a transparent manner, 
. Fifth, Grant and Social Assistance should be managed in a responsible manner, Sixth, and 
Social Aid Grants should be managed with regard to the principle ofjustice, Seventh, and 
Social Aid Grants must be managed under the principles of Appropriateness, Eighth, and 
Social Aid Grants must be managed and implemented in an integrated system. As well as 
the setting and concept Reporting and ACCOWItability Grants And Social Assistance in 
Tana Tidung, In Grants management and Social Assistance should refer to the general 
principles of financial management, namely: Grants and Social Assistance should be 
managed in an orderly, obedient to laws and regulations, efficient, economical, effective, 
transparent, accountable, upholding fairness, merit and is managed and implemented in 
an integrated system. 
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